Year 11 November History Mocks
Paper 1 Medicine 1hr 15 min
Skills to revise:
Q1) 2 key features - One key feature was… some facts to support this are…
Q2) Utility- Learn utility CCNOP. Content – what is it saying or showing and why is that useful?
Context- what is your own knowledge - be specific and does this agree with the source? If it does it is
successful. Nature- what is the source? E.g. a newspaper and why might this be useful in looking at
your topic. Origin- When was it made or by who? Are either of these going to help you study the
topic- do they know what they are talking about? Purpose – why has it been made? For propaganda
or genuine reporting- how does this impact the utility?
MOST IMPORTANTLY- link every point to the topic of the enquiry E.g. trench injuries. If you are short
on time pick two of NOP and combine them to make a comment on utility at the end.
Q3) Follow up question. Use a quote or description from the source, then ask an EASY question
about the source e.g. most common injury, amount of deaths etc., then say where would you find
the information to your Q- be specific e.g. records from CCS,ADS or base hospitals- make sure you
know the roles or each to pick the best one. Finally, say how the information from the last point
would help you answer your question (this should be quite detailed.
Q4) Compare question- you will be given two time periods. You need to say how something changed
or stayed the same- be specific
Eg. In the Renaissance period blood transfusions were…
But by the 20th century this had changed as blood transfusions were…
Q5) 12 Mark explanation question. Needs three PEE’s focusing on how something

improved, changed or stayed the same.
Q6) 16 mark explain question. Look at 3 factors. Complete a PEEL for every factor answering
the question. MUST have a conclusion, which one was the most important factor? Pick it by
deciding if it helped the most people, or led to further developments in medicine down the
line.
Topics to revise:






All medicine on the Western Front
Before and after for black death and plague/ hospitals and government
involvement.
Prevention for disease in Middle Ages, Renaissance, Age of Enlightenment and
Modern
Causes of disease in Middle Ages, Renaissance, Age of Enlightenment and Modern
Surgery, NHS and Modern Health Campaigns, Lung Cancer.

Paper 2 Henry VIII 55 minutes
Skills to revise:

Q1) 2 key features- One key feature was… some facts to support this are…
Q5) 12 Mark explanation question. Needs three PEE’s focusing on why large events

happened or people rose or fell from power.
Q6) 16 mark explain question. Look at 3 factors. Complete a PEEL for every factor answering
the question. MUST have a conclusion, which one was the most important factor in causing
an event or bring someone to or from power? Pick it by deciding if it led to further
developments in making that person/event occur down the line.
Topics:







Wolsey as minister- how did he rise to power and fall from power? (3 REASONS)
Wolsey- what changes did he make to finance, enclosure, justice and Foreign
Policy?
Each wife did they fall from power? (3 REASONS)
Cromwell- how did he rise and fall from power? (3 REASONS)
Cromwell- What changes did he make in government and finance?
Big events: Break with Rome- why? Pilgrimage of Grace- Why? Opposition to
reformation Fisher, Nun of Kent and More.

Good luck!

